Mapping fragmental drug-likeness in the MoStBioDat environment: intramolecular hydrogen bonding motifs in β-ketoenols.
A detailed knowledge of hydrogen bond geometry and its directional preferences is vital for in silico investigations of the ligand-receptor short-range non-covalent interactions. The spatial arrangement of the carbonyl and hydroxyl groups seems to determine the capability of β-ketoenol derivatives to recognize the surrounding environment by forming inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds (IHB). In the current study we examined the application of the MoStBioDat platform for a massive database screening of the IHB motifs in β-ketoenol subunits (O=C-C=C-OH). Then, the virtual 3D structural data derived from ZINC and PubChem repository were compared to the experimentally determined CSD data. Differences specific for each database were discovered, which indicated inaccuracies in the simulated data.